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Issue – March 2023 

Looking after Your Business Team (Responding to a Fragile Workforce) 

 
 

The business working environment (refer to the diagram below) has changed a lot in the past few years and more disruption 
is foreseen. This means that business operators must be particularly mindful of the needs and desires of their staff in this 
period of low unemployment and a shortage of talented workers; they now hold the power, and they know it too. Everything 
you can do to improve your business operating model and culture/values to support your work team, will be good investments 
to consider, so you can differentiate your business in a tight labour market and from your competitors. 
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Staff Resilience & Energy 

 
 

 
 
People like money, but they like feeling valued more. Over time, higher level talent salaries have become inflated and used 
as a tool to lure and control that talent. But no amount of money will make up for employee dissatisfaction, at any level, and 
no one wants to feel like a commodity. Your staff want to feel special and appreciated. 
 
To help your work team feel valued so they can keep delivering for your organisation: 
 

• Never dismiss their ideas. Top talent employees have spent a lot of time developing their skills and expertise. They want 
their voices to be heard when it comes to how to use those skills and expertise. 

• Never block their development. If top talent employees don’t think you’re giving them opportunities to further develop 
and advance, they’ll go elsewhere to find those opportunities. 

• Never pass up the chance to praise them. It might seem like super-talented people don’t need to be told how good they 
are, but they do. Don’t just give a patronising pat on the back; be sure to recognise specific contributions. 

 
Business leaders must strive to ideally get all their staff operating in the “Performance Zone”, as shown in the diagram above. 
This will improve the overall performance of the business and positively impact staff retention levels too. Adopting a strategic 
business approach that addresses the issues shown in the diagram below, is critical for successfully implementing the changes 
needed for improving the “People” part of your business model. 
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Avoiding People Problems 
 

 
 

Fundamental Staff Needs 
 

At a basic level staff want to be valued and feel connected to the purpose of the business in real ways. Sharing the business 
objectives and strategy with workforce are a key part of this process for business leaders to embrace and make a part of their 
annual briefing updates and new employee on-boarding procedures. 
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Team Learning Strategies 
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Building Staff Resilience 
 

 
 

Signature Strengths are classified by Seligman under the following key headings and some (not all) of the key “strengths” 
are noted for each of these headings: 

Wisdom And Knowledge 
▪ Curiosity, Judgement, Perspective and Love of Learning 

Courage 
▪ Perseverance, Honesty, Zest and Positivity 

Humanity 
▪ Kindness, Empathy, Effective Communication, and strong Social Bonding skills 

Justice 
▪ Teamwork, Fairness and Leadership 

Temperance 
▪ Forgiveness, Humility and Prudence 

Transcendence 
▪ Appreciation, Gratitude and Humour 

 

Improve Staff Onboarding  
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Strong Leadership to Build Business Resilience 

 
 

Summary 
 
The key points from this article that business operators need to consider making for positive changes to workforce practices 
are as follows: 
 

• Show the team you have a well thought out and effective strategic plan for the business and current operating 
environment; 

• Stay connected to the company’s purpose; 

• Create social connection through work; 

• Make sure your work roles are attractive and not “noisy” (i.e., have clumsy work processes that are disjointed, and 
under-resourced); 

• Seek to use automation where possible to make your operating model more sustainable; 

• Offer training and learning opportunities to your staff; 

• Encourage the right basic behaviours for work (exercise, rest and renew) and help your people to effectively reframe 
their stressors; 

• Make sure new staff can be onboarded without any headaches i.e. have a seamless & effective process; 

• Have strong, regular and supportive communication updates from business leaders i.e. “we are in this together….and 
will get through the current adversities by…….” 

 

 
 

Additional Resources 
 
For those seeking some additional information on this important area within their business, please refer to the list of possible 
resources we have compiled for you below: 
 

• “When Strategy Meets Purpose” an article from the Strategic Finance magazine, November 2022, is accessible HERE. 

• “Managing Absenteeism – Factsheet” from Employsure, is accessible HERE. 

• “Building A Team to Lead in A Crisis: Four Key Steps” from Wharton University 2022 is accessible HERE. 

• “Six Key Lessons from The NHS And Virginia Mason Institute Partnership” Nicola Burgess – Warwick Business School, 
UK, October 2022 can be accessed HERE. A diagram from that article – “How to Foster a Culture of Continuous 
Improvement” is shown on the next page. It summarises the six steps used in the NHS improvement process and is 
relevant to all business transformations. 

• “Ten Best Methods for Improving Accountability” Growth Faculty Whitepaper, 2023 – HERE. 
 

https://cbswtax.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/When-Strategy-Meets-Purpose-Nov-2022.pdf
https://cbswtax.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/221111AU-Scale-Your-Business-Absenteeism-Factsheet-LD.pdf
https://cbswtax.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/NanoTool-2022-BUILDING-A-TEAM-TO-LEAD-IN-A-CRISIS.pdf
https://cbswtax.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Six-Key-Lessons-from-The-NHS-And-Virginia-Mason-Institute-Partnership.pdf
https://cbswtax.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/10-Best-Methods-for-Improving-Employee-Accountability-GrowthFaculty-Whitepaper-2023.pdf
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The “People” Side of Business Improvement 
 

 
 

Source: “Six Key Lessons from The NHS And Virginia Mason Institute Partnership” Nicola Burgess – Warwick Business 
School, UK, October 2022 

 

“Noise” in the Workplace 
 

 
 

Source: Bevington Group, Australia – “A Guide to Enhancing Workforce Resilience.” December 2022 

Disclaimer: 
 
Business Plus is distributed monthly by CBSW Tax & Business 
Advisors to provide information of general interest to our 
clients. The content of this newsletter does not constitute 
specific advice. Readers are encouraged to consult their CBSW 
advisor for advice on any specific business matters. 

 

 
 

Our liability may be limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation.  
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